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Each worksheet has 18 problems reading tally marks. All numbers are between 1 and 50.
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Math Tally Chart Maker Data Analysis Activities. To link to this page, copy the following code to
your site: Number Activities: rhymes, crafts, quizzes, information, and printouts related to
numbers. Farm Teaching Resources. Farm Tally Mark Worksheet - Students will make a tally
mark representing the number of farm animals with 2 or 4 legs. They will then add the.
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You need JavaScript enabled to view it. Website
All of our Printable Math Worksheets That Include Graphing and Charting Data Skills.
Matching Worksheet - Match the tally charts to the data that they represent.. Tally Marks Write
Number 5 Pack - Convert tallies to numbers. Nothing more for you. Answers Answer Keys. View
Answer Keys- All the answer keys in one file.
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Tally Marks to 5 Worksheet Collection. Students will represent the count of toys, pets, fruits, and
sports using tally marks then circle the number that matches their.
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Tally Marks to 5 Worksheet Collection. Students will represent the count of toys, pets, fruits, and
sports using tally marks then circle the number that matches their. Math Tally Chart Maker Data
Analysis Activities. To link to this page, copy the following code to your site:
www.worksheetfun.com Count and Tally 211 5 H 8 11 00000000 www.worksheetfun.com
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Scroll through the page to see everything available, or click one of the quick links below to take
you directly to a section. Dynamic grade one math worksheets - use. Math Tally Chart Maker
Data Analysis Activities. To link to this page, copy the following code to your site: Farm Teaching
Resources. Farm Tally Mark Worksheet - Students will make a tally mark representing the
number of farm animals with 2 or 4 legs. They will then add the.
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Nov 20, 2011. These worksheets about favourite fruits and shoe sizes allow pupils to practice
completing a tally chart and then draw information from the data. View US version .. Using a 1-10
system you can record their marks and it will . Feb 23, 2013. First Grade Worksheets More Tally
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Farm Teaching Resources. Farm Tally Mark Worksheet - Students will make a tally mark
representing the number of farm animals with 2 or 4 legs. They will then add the. Number
Activities: rhymes, crafts, quizzes, information, and printouts related to numbers.
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Tally Marks Worksheets ~ I like how they show the correct # and tally on the top of the. Visit our
tally mark worksheets page to view the entire collection!.
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Each worksheet has 18 problems reading tally marks. All numbers are. Each worksheet has 12
problems interpreting info from a tally graph. Create New Sheet. Tally Marks Worksheets ~ I like
how they show the correct # and tally on the top of the. Visit our tally mark worksheets page to
view the entire collection!. Tally worksheets contain representing, organizing and classifying
objects in each category; drawing tally marks, reading tally graph; and more.
Tallying Apples Printout #1 Count the number of apples, read the tally marks, and write the

number (for the numbers 1 to 6). Answers: Tallying Apples Printout #2
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